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ABSTRACT. Let a, b, c, d, f, g be analytic functions of two real variables x, y in the

z = x + iy plane. Consider the elliptic equation (M) du/dx — dv/dy = au + bv +/,

du/dy + 3v/dx = cu + dv + g. The following areas will be investigated:

(1) the integral respresentations for solutions of (M) to the boundary dG of a simply

connected domain G;

(2) reflection principles for (M) under nonlinear analytic boundary conditions;

(3) the sufficient conditions for the nonexistence and analytic continuation for the

solutions of the Cauchy problem for (M).

0. Introduction. In this paper we shall study the integral representations for

solutions of the elliptic equations of the following type:

8m/3x - 3t//3y = au + bv + /,
(0.1)

du/dx + dv/dy = cu + dv + g,

in a closed domain G of the 2 = x + iy plane, where the coefficients are analytic

functions of two real variables x, y in a neighborhood of G. We also study its

applications to the Cauchy problem and the reflection principles under nonlinear

analytic boundary conditions for solutions of (0.1).

The theory described in the work of Vekua [8] has established the complex

integral representation (1.5) for the solution w(z) = u + iv of (0.1) in a simply

connected domain G. However, his theorem cannot immediately be applied to

G U dG, where 3G is the boundary of G. In Yu [9], the above integral

representation (1.5) of w(z) has been extended to 6 U 36 under some restrictive

boundary conditions, namely, w(z) has to be assumed Holder continuous on dG.

In a variety of appUcations, due to the generality of the boundary conditions, the

above-mentioned representation is not general enough to be applied to some

wilder classes of solutions. This is also the main difficulty encountered in

applying the method of Lewy [5] to study the reflection principles under

nonlinear boundary conditions and Cauchy problem for solutions of (0.1).

We shall overcome this difficulty in §2 by an elementary method. Our method

is actually new and simpler than the one in [9].
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The classical reflection principle for the Cauchy-Riemann equations has been

generalized by many authors to solutions of various types of elliptic equations

with analytic coefficients in the plane under linear or nonlinear analytic

boundary conditions (Lewy [5], [6], Garabedian [4]).' Yu [9] has obtained

reflection principles for solutions of (0.1) under certain linear analytic boundary

conditions and the references are also given there. In this paper we shall further

investigate the reflection principle for solutions of (0.1) under the nonlinear

analytic boundary conditions which are also generalizations of those given by

Lewy [5], [6].

By investigating the relations between A2 u + Xu = 0 and A2 u = 0 whose

solutions share Cauchy data, Lewy [5] gave very interesting sufficient conditions

for the analytic continuation and the nonexistence of the solution of the Cauchy

problem for the equation A2 u + Xu = 0. We shall generalize Lewy's results by

studying the relations between two different differential equations of type (0.1)

whose solutions share Cauchy data. We are also able to give several sufficient

conditions for the nonexistence and the analytic continuation of the solutions of

the Cauchy problem. Furthermore, the domain of continuation is explicitly

stated.

In §1 we give some definitions and a brief summary of Vekua's theory of the

representations of the solutions of equation (0.1) in a domain G. In §2 we extend

the integral representation (1.5) to the boundary of the domain on which the

solution is given. In §3 we establish the reflection principle for solutions of (0.1)

under nonlinear analytic boundary conditions. In §4 we study the nonexistence

and analytic continuation for the solution of the Cauchy problem for the

equation (0.1).

1. Notations and Vekua's integral representations. The notations and definitions

which are used in this paper can be found in Yu [9].

By introducing the complex notation

d/dz = K9/3* + '9/9j0,

we can write (0.1) in the complex form

(1.1) dw/dz = Aw + Bw + F,

where

W = u + ii»,       A = \(a + d + ic - 1/3),

B = \(a - d + ic + ib),       F = \(f + ig).

If we continue a, b, c, d, f, g into the complex, we obtain A, B, F as

holomorphic functions of the two complex variables z = x + iy, f = x — iy.

From now on we will assume D to be a simply connected domain on the

z = x + iy plane whose boundary 3D is supposed to contain a segment a,

a = {x: a < x < b}. We assume o contains the origin as an interior point.
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We also assume A(z,Ç), B(z,$), F(z,Ç) are holomorphic functions of the

variables z, f G D U o U 25, where D = {z | z G D}. Set

(1.2) C(z,$) = B(z,n<*p[f¡ A*($,t)dt - JT*/1(2,/)ä],

(1.3) F0(2,n = F(2,f)exp[- £ ¿(z.i).*].

Recall that/*(£,,. ..,£„) denotes the * conjugate function to a holomorphic

functionf(zx,. ..,z„) and is defined according to the formula

(1.4) /•tt.....t)-/«..-..t)

(cf. Yu [9, §2]).
We now state Vekua's integral representation for solutions of (1.1) in a simply

connected domain G C D U o U D.

Theorem 1.1. Every C solution w(z) of differential equation (1.1) in G has the

integral representation

w(z) = U(z) +/J Tx(z,z,t,^)<b(t)dt

(1.5)
+ /J r2(2,2,20,T)<í.*(T)í/T + ty0(2,2)|exp f* A(z, t)dt,

where (zq,^) is a fixed point in (G,G), G = {z \ z G G}, ¿»(2) is a holomorphic

function in G, U0(z,Ç) is a holomorphic function for z, £ G D U o U D, andTx, T2

are two holomorphic functions of the four variables z, t, f, t G D U o U D.

Furthermore,

U0(z,n = JJ F0(z,r)dr

0-6) +Sld7Sl ̂(z,í,t,r)F0(t,r)dt

+ £ ¿T £ T2(z, ?, f, t)F*o('. t) dt,

and

(1-7) ri(2,?,í,T)=^r(2,f,í,í,)<ír7,

(1-8) r2(2,Ur) = C(r,T) +f' C(t,T)Tx(z,$,Z,T)d¿,

where T is the unique holomorphic solution of the Volterra integral equation
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r(z,?,/,T) = C(z,t)C*(t,|)

+ /t ¿nj,   C&T)C*(T,t)T(z,T,Z,r,)dZ,

for z, Ç, t, T G D U o U 75.
Conversely, the function w(z) which is given by the formula (1.5) is a solution of

differential equation (1.1) in G.

2. Integral representations on G U 3G.

Lemma 2.1. Let G be a simply connected domain in the complex plane. If w(z) is

uniform continuous on G, then there exists a unique continuous function g(z) on

G U 3 G such that g(z) — w(z) on G, where 3 G denotes the boundary ofG.

Proof. See Graves [2, p. 117].

Theorem 2.1. Every C solution w(z) of differential equation (1.1) in D, continuous

in D U o, has the integral representation (1.5) where the function <p(z) is holomorphic

in D, and can be defined as a continuous function on D U o.

Proof. Let D0 be an arbitrary open half disc in D, whose boundary dD0

contains a segment o0, oQ C a, and 3D0 U D0 C D U o. It suffices to prove that

<¡>(z) is continuous in D0 U 3Z>0.

According to (1.5), w(z) has representation

(2.1)

i»(z) = |<f>(z) +j'g Tx(z,z,t,z0)<p(t)dt

+ J^r2(z,z,z0,T)<i.*(T)dT + t70(z,z)|expN */l(z,i)i&l.

Let G be a simply connected compact subset of/DUir which contains D0 and

z0. Then |r¡(z,f,i,T)| and |r2(z,f,r,T)| are bounded by a constant M for z, t E G,

?, t G G.

Let z,, z2 be any two points in D0. Also let zpj", z¡l^ denote segments from z0

to zx and zx to z2 respectively. Let

(2.2) k(z) = w(z)exPr-¡*A(z,t)dt\ - U0(z,z);

therefore, (2.1) becomes

k(z) = <i>(z) + V Tx(z,z,t,z0)<p(t)dt

(2.3) ';
+ L  r2(z,z,z0,T)<¡>*(T)rfr

■»zo

for z G zfzj U 2^27.

In view of the method of successive approximation, we have
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¿>(2) = k(z) + /' Hx(z,t)k(t)dt + C H2(z,t)k*(t)dt,

for 2 G 2727 U 2727. Furthermore,

\Hx(z,t)\ < 4M exp(4M|2 - t\) < A/,,       2, r G 272J,

|#2(M)| < 4M exp(4M|2 - i|) < M,,       2, r G 2T27,

where M, is a constant independent of k, fa zx,z2. Since

<p(22) - <K*i) - (22) - *(¿i) + P Hx(z,t)k(t)dt

+ r H2(z,t)k*(t)dt,

we have

(2.4) |<i.(22) - fa{zx)\ < \k(z2) - k(zx)\ + 2M,p|22 - 2,|,

where p = max2(EC|A:(2)|.

Since k(z) is uniform continuous in D0, p and Mx are independent of zx and 22,

by (2.4), ¿»(2) is uniform continuous on D0; therefore, <b(z) has continuous

extension to D0 U 3Z)0 (Lemma 2.1). This completes the proof.

Lemma 2.2. // K(z, t), f(i) are holomorphic for 2, t G D U o U D, then

fQZ K(z,t)f(t)dt = /(O)// K(z,t)dt+fo* Kx(z,t)f'(t)dt

where Kx(z,t) = g K(z,t')dt'.

Theorem 2.2. Every solution w(z) of differential equation (1.1) in D, C in D U a,

has the integral representation (1.5), where the function <b(z) is holomorphic in D and

can be defined as a C function on D U a.

Proof. It is clear that w(z) is C in D U a if and only if w0(z) is C in D U a,

where

w(z) = w0(2)expNí/l(2,r)í/í .

By (1.5), w0(z) has representation

M2) = </>W + f    Ií(2,2,f,20)<í>(í)í/f
(2.5) i ^°

+ i' T2(z,z,z0,r)<t>*(r)dT + C/q^^)-
•"0
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Differentiating (2.5), we have

3w0/3z = <p'(z) + r¡(z,z,z,z0)<í>(z)

(2.6) + j'jx<z(z,z,t,Zo)<p(t)dt

+  /-    r2>2(z,Z,Z0,T)<í)*(T)í/T +  U0,2(Z,Z)

where TXiZ(z,z,t,z0) = (3/3z)r¡(z,z,í,z0),..., etc.

By Lemma 2.2, (2.6) can be rewritten as the following:

(2.7)

3wq

3z
=<p'(z)+r Hx(z,t)v(t)dt

+ r H2(z,t)<p*'(t)dt + U(z)
JZo

where Hx(z,t), H2(z,t), U(z) are certain continuous functions for z, t E D U a

U 75.
Since 3w0/3z is continuous in D U o, by the same argument as Theorem 2.1,

<p'(z) has continuous extension in D U a. This completes the proof.

By the similar argument we have the following generalization.

Theorem 23. Let G be a simply connected domain whose boundary 3 G is a

piecewise smooth, simple, closed curve and G U dG C D U o U D; then every

solution w(z) of differential equation (1.1) in G, continuous (or C) in G U 3G, has

the integral representation (1.5), where the function <p(z) is holomorphic in G, andean

be defined as a continuous (or C) function on G U 3G.

3. Reflection principles. The approach to be used in this section is patterned

after the ideas of Lewy [5].

Theorem 3.1. Let w(x,y) = u(x,y) + iv(x,y) be a solution o/(l.l) in the domain

D, continuous with its first derivatives in D U a. Assume that u(x,y) satisfies on

y = 0 a real relation

(3.1) u, = h(x,u,v,ux)

where h is an analytic function of its arguments near x = 0, u — «(0,0), v

= i»(0,0), ux = ux(0,0). Then w(x,y) can be continued analytically across y = 0

near the origin.

Proof. Introducing the differential operators

3z     2\dx    '3v/'       3z     2V3x + ,3v/'
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(3.1) becomes uz = u, + ih(x, u, v, uz + u¡) which can be solved algebraically with

respect to u¡ since 1 - idh/dux ¥= 0. Therefore, we can assume Uj in terms of ut,

u, v the following form

(3.2) u-z = Hx(x,u,v,uz).

Similarly we can assume uz the following form

(3.3) uz = H2(x,u,v,vb-Z).

Note that Hx  and H2 are holomorphic functions in the neighborhoods of

(0, h(0,0), t/(0,0), u2(0,0)) and (0, «(0,0), v(0,0), uz(0,0)) respectively.

Set

(3.4) U(z,z) = u(z) = i(w + w),

(3.5) V(z,z) = v(z) = (l/2/)(w - w),

(3-6) F(2,n = expf/ A(z,t)dt,

so that, by Theorem 2.2, we have

2U(z,t) = {f(z,$ >i»(2) + F(2,n/J r,(z,£,f,i0)*(r)<a

+ F(z,?)// T2(z,t,z0,r)<t>*(T)dT + (70(2,nF(2,n}

(3.7)

+{F*(?^)<í>*(n + ^*(^)£ n«-,2,/,20)<¡>W

+ F»(f,z)£ r*2a,2,Z0,T)<>(T)cÍT +  t70(f,2)F*(r^)}.

Recall that Tj(z,?,/,20), r2(z,?,20,r), r*(z,$,t,z0), T*2($,z,z0,J), F(z,$).

U0(z, ?), F*(Ç,z), U%(Ç,z) are holomorphic for z, ? G D U a U D, ¿»(2) is a

function holomorphic in D and can be defined as a continuous differentiable

function in D U o.

Differentiating (3.7), we have

Uz(z,n = F(z,S)fa(z) +(' Ux(z,S,t)fa(t)dt
(3.8)

+ /. U2(z,^,t)<b*(t)dt + ax(z,n
J Zq

where Ux(z,Ç,t), U2(z,Ç,t), ai(z,f) are certain analytic functions of 2, £, t

G D U o U 2).
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Similarly, we have

U¡(z,n = /••(?,*)*•'(?) +/f U3(z,$,t)<p*'(t)dt

(3.9)
+ f   t74(z,f,í)<í»(í)t/í-l-a2(z,f)

where l/3(z,f,l), i/4(z,?,/), a2(z,?) are certain analytic functions of z, f, f

G Z) U o U 75.
By Lemma 2.2, we can rewrite (3.7) as

(3.10) U(z,i) = fo' U5(z,t,t)<b'(t)dt + a,(z,n

where Í75(z,f, t) is holomorphic in Z) U a U 75, a3(z,z) is holomorphic in 75 and

continuous in 75 U o.

Similarly

(3.11) V(z,S) = f0' U6(z,£,t)<p'(t)dt + cn(z,Ç)

and

(3.12) Vt(zd) = f0' t77(z,f,íMí)^ + «s^-O

where i/6(z,f,i), i/7(z,f,i) are holomorphic in Z) U o U 75, o4(z,z) and a5(z,z)

are holomorphic in 75 and continuous in 75 U a.

Define the operators A¡,i = \,2,3, by

(3.13) Ax(f)(z) = fQZ U5(z,z,t)f(t)dt + a3(z,z),

(3.14) A2(f)(z) = // Í76(z,z,t)f(t)dt + a4(z,z),

(3.15) ¿3(/)tt = f0' U1(z,z,t)f(t)dt + a5(z,z);

thenwesee/l|((f)')(2) = U(z,z),A2(<b') = K(z,z), A3(<b') = c^(z,z).

Substituting the above formulas into (3.3), we have for z E o,

<p'(z) = k(z) + (h2(z,Ax<P',A2<P',A^')

(316) - fQZ Ux(z,z, tW(t)dt - U,(0,0)|/F(z, z)

= k(z) + 7>'

where

k(z) = |-/J t/2(z,z,f)<J»*(')¿< - olx(z,z) + 17,(0,0)}/F(z,z).
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We now proceed to use the contraction mapping principle to find a solution of

(3.16) in (\z\ < p) n (D U o) where p is a sufficiently small constant.

The operator T is well defined on D U a, since T depends on <f>*(t) and we

know that <f>*(r) is holomorphic in D and continuous in D U a. Moreover,

(7>')(0) = 0.
In view of the analyticity of H2, there is a small circle y with center 0 and a

constant M, such that for |<i>'(z)l < M,, 2 G y n (2) U o), i¥2 is holomorphic for

its arguments.

If the circle y has sufficiently small radius, from (3.8) we see |A:(z)| < M¡ for

2 G y H (D U 0).

The function H2 satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to the last 3

arguments. Hence, for 2 G y n (D U 0),

\l/F(z,z)\\H2(z,Axfa,A2fa,Aifa) - H^A^A^A^l
(3.17)

< C0{\Axfa - Axfa\ + \A2fa - A2fa\ + \A3fa - Aifal).

For a given a, 0 < a < 1, and p sufficiently small, it is easily seen that

(3.18) sup\A¡fa - A¡<¡>2\ < j^- sup|<p, - <p2|,       i = 1, 2, 3,
zeG ^L0 zee

(3.19)

sup
z£G

jfo' Ux(z,z,t)fa(t)dt - j.fQ' Ux(z,z,t)fa(t)dt

**M) zee

where G = {\z\ < p} n {D U 0). Hence

(3.20) sup|7>, - 7>2| < a sup|<>, - fa\.

Therefore by method of successive approximation, there exists a unique

solution fa(z) for (3.16) in {\z\ < p} n (Zî U 6). This solution is unique and

continuous on {\z\ < 0} n (D U a), and is regular in (|2| < p) n 7J. But on o,

(3.16) expresses the boundary condition which the given u(x,y) satisfies by

hypothesis. Hence on a, (3.16) holds for fa(z) as just constructed as for fa(z) as

given by (1.5). The two determinations are equal on account of uniqueness.

Therefore, we have obtained an analytic continuation fa(z) from D into (\z\ < p)

n (D U a).

Now we know that <b(z) of (1.5) is analytic in a neighborhood of the origin.

This completes the proof.

4. Nonexistence and analytic continuation for the solutions of the Cauchy

problem. Let us consider the following two different equations of type (1.1):

(4.1) 3w/32 = Ax(z,z)w + Bx(z,z)w + Fx(z,z)
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and

(4.2) 3w/3z = A2(z,z)w + B2(z,z)w + F2(z,z),

where A¡(z,$), B¡(z,$), F¡(z,^) are holomorphic for z, £ G D U a U 75, i = 1,

2.
The following are two theorems on Cauchy data admitting a solution for (4.1)

and for (4.2), which yield sufficient conditions for analytic continuation and the

nonexistence of the solutions of (4.1) and (4.2).

Theorem 4.1. Let wx(x,y) be a solution o/(4.1) in D, C in D U a, w2(x,y) be a

solution of (4.2) in D, C in D U a, such that wx(x,0) = w2(x,0) = p(x) on a. If

Bx(x,x) # B2(x,x), x E a, then p(x) is analytic on a, and its analytic continuation

p(z) is holomorphic in D U a U D, except for the zeros of B*x(z,z) — B*2(z,z) in 75.

Furthermore, wx(x,y) and w2(x,y) can be continued analytically into whole D U a

U D, except for the zeros ofB*x(z,z) — B*2(z,z) in D, as solutions of (4.1) and (4.2)

respectively.

Theorem 4.2. Ifwx(x,y) is a solution of(4.\) in D, continuous in D U a, w2(x,y)

is a solution of (4.2) in D, continuous in D U o, such that wx(x,0) = w2(x,0)

= p(x) on a, then p(x) is analytic on a, and its analytic continuation p(z) is

holomorphic in D U a U D. Furthermore, wx(x,y) and w2(x,y) can be continued

analytically into whole D U o U D as solutions of (4.1) and (4.2) respectively.

The assumption Bx(x,x) # B2(x,x), x E a, in Theorem 4.1 is indispensable;

we shall give an example (Example 4.1 below) to show the analog of Theorem 4.1

for Bx(x,x) = B2(x,x) is incorrect.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. According to Theorem 2.2, w¡(z) has the representation

w¡(z) = {^(z) +£ i;,(z,z,f,*,)<*>,(/)rfr

(4.3) + £ ^(z.z.z^T^WtfT + i/o,,(z.z0}exp/sf At(z,t)dt,

i = 1, 2,

where <p¡(z) is a function holomorphic in D and can be defined as a continuous

differentiable function in D U o. Therefore, for x E o, (4.3) becomes

p(x) = {</>,(*) +f0* Tu(x,x,t,2;Mt)dt

+fx ru(x,jc,*,,M(')<a
(4.4)

+ /°TiJ(x,x,í,z,)</»,(í)t/r

+ f°Tii(x,x,zi,t)<p*i(t)dt + Uoj(x,x)\exp f* A¡(x,t)dt,
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p*(x) = {¿>*(x) +/o* T*j(x,x,t,z,)fa*,(t)dt

+ Cl%(x,x,lt,t)k(i)dt

(4.5) °o
+ C T*j(x,x,t,z¡to*,(t)dt

J Zi

+ J* Tl(x,x,zi,t)<bi(t)dt + l/{,(*,*)|eitpjj* ><*,(*,/)*

where Tu(z,z,t,I,), ^,,(2,2,2,,i), rf/z.z.r.z,), rj,, (2,2^,1), tf<u(*>')> U*j(z,z),

Aj(z,t), A*j(z,t) are holomorphic for 2, r G Z) U o U Z).

Define G¡(z) = /£z A¡(z,t)dt; thus (4.4) and (4.5) suggest the following integral

equations:

fa(z)Gx(z) - fa(z)G2(z) + P ru(2,2,r,2,)G1(2)<í»1(í)</í

(4.6)

- Jo    r¡j(2,2,/,22)G2(2)<h(í)^ = ûl(4

P <?1(z)rî,(z,z,?„/>h(r)iÔ
(4.7)

"Jo  G5(z)rî2(z,z,z2,i)#2(0<ft = a2(z)

for the unknown functions fa(z) and «^(2) in 2) U 0, where

«7,(2) = C Ti2(z,z,z2,t)G2(z)<t>*2(t)dt

-// On(z,z,zx,t)Gx(z)<b*x(t)dt
Jzt

+  f    Tx¿(z,Z,t,Z2)G2(z)fa(t)dt

- f° Tux(z,z,t,zx)Gx(z)fa(t)dt
JZ\

+G2(z)U0,2(z,z) - Gx(z)Uo,x(z,z),

a2(z) = G*2(z)<b*2(z) - G*x(z)tf(z)

+  f rr2(2,2,/,22)G*2(2)<í)2(í)<//

- C Tt,x(z,z,t,zx)G*x(z)4>*(t)dt

+ C T*¿(z,z,z2, t)G*2(z)fa(t)dt
JZi

- C Vlx(z,z,zx,t)G*x(z)fa(t)dt

+G*2(z)U*,2(z,z) - G*x(z)Ulx(z,z).
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Recall that

Cx(z,n = Bx(z,n<*p[f¡ Ax*(S,t)dt - fi Ax(z,t)dt],

C2(z,n = B2(z,£)<*p[f¡ A*2(£,t)dt - f¿ A2(z,t)dt].

By (1.7) and (1.8), we see

r2,lf=T = rw(2,T,r,T) = C,(z,t),

r2,,L=, = r2,(/,r,/,T) = c,(i,t).

By Bx(x,x) = B2(x,x), we have

A(x)*
Gx(x) G2(x)

G*x(x)Tlx (x, x, z,, x)   G*2(x)Tl2(x, x, z2,x)

= {B%(x,x) - B*x(x,x)}explf¿A2(x,t)dt + j* Ax(x,t)dt\ # 0,

for x E a. In particular, if B*x(z,z) - B\(z,z) ¥= 0 for z G 75, then A(z) =£ 0 for

z G 75.
Therefore, the integral equations (4.6) and (4.7) have a unique solution

(<¡>1(z),<í>2(z)) which is meromorphic in 75, continuous in D U o (except the zeros

of B*x(z,z) — B*(z,z) in 7J), and agree with the given (<fr(z),</>2(z)) on o.

Consequently, the holomorphic functions <f>i(z), <b2(z) in D can be defined as

meromorphic functions in D U o U D. In the case that A(z) # 0 for z G Z),

<í>,(z) and <f>2(z) are holomorphic throughout D U o U D.

Finally, we return to Theorem 1.1; wx(z) and w2(z) can be defined as solutions

of (4.1) and (4.2) in D U o U D respectively, except the zeros of B*x(z,z)

- B\(z,z) in 75. This completes the proof.

The following example shows that the analog of Theorem 4.1 for Bx(x,x)

= B2(x,x) is incorrect.

Example 4.1. Let f\z) be holomorphic in D, continuous in D U a, and

nonanalytic on a. Also let

W(z,l) =/(z)exp[/of/l(z)l)<// - fQ'A(z,t)dt].

It is clear that w(x,y) = W(z,z) is a solution of 3w/3z = A(z,z)w in D, and

w(x, 0) = f(x) on o.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. According to Theorem 2.1, we again have integral

representation (4.3) for w¡(z), but here <f>i(z), <J>2(?) are holomorphic for z E D,

f E D, and continuous for z e D U o, £ G D U o.

Therefore, for x E o, we again have (4.4) and (4.5). And they suggest the

following integral equations:
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G,(z)<f»,(z) + f TXtX(z,z,t,zx)Gx(z)<px(t)dt

(4.8) J0
-Jo  r2i2(z,z,z2,/)G2(z)<í»*2(l)t/í = a(z),

G\(zyp*2(z) + P rf,2(z,z,í,z2)G*2(z)«í»*2(í)t/í

(4.9) *
- jo  T?,,(z,z,z,, t)G*x (z)<h (t)dt = b(z),

for the unknown functions <¡>i(z), <p*2(z) in D U a, where

a(z) = G2(z)<»2(z) + [' Tl2(z,z,t,z2)G2(z)<p2(t)dt

+ f r„(z,z,z2,/)G2(z)<#>*2(0^
•»*j

- f  r¡,,(z,z,/,z,)G,(z)<í),(/)í/l

+G2(z)U0il(z,z) - Gx(z)UQiX(z,z)

+ Pr^z.z.ZHOG.tz^Mdi,

b(z) = G1(z)<^W +/J rf.iz.zW.zjG^z^lWt/r

- f° rt2(z,z,/,z2)G*2(z)<i»*2(0^

+ /°rj1(z,z,z1,/)G^(z)<.1(/)t//

+G1(z)i/J>1(z,z) - G*2(z)C/J>2(z,z)

- f r2*2(z,z,z2,f)G*2(z)<f>2(f)¿/.
.»z2

Therefore, the integral equations (4.8) and (4.9) have the unique solution

(<¡>1(z),(í>:5(z)) which is holomorphic in D, continuous in 25 u », and coincides

with the given (ch(z),</>2(z)) on o.

It therefore follows that <ft(z), <f>2(z) can be considered as holomorphic

functions in D U a U D. By Theorem 1.1, wx(z) and w2(z) are solutions of (4.1)

and (4.2) in D U o U D respectively. This completes the proof.

Corollary 4.1. Let w(x,y) be a solution of (1.1) in D, C in D U o, f(z) be

holomorphic in D, C in D U o, such that w(x,0) = f(x) on o. If B(z,z) ¥= 0 for

z ED, then fiz) is holomorphic in D U o U D, and w(x,y) can be continued

analytic into whole D U o U D as a solution o/(l.l).

The following corollary of Theorem 4.2 is a generalization of a well-known

criterion for the analytic continuation of a holomorphic function.
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Corollary 4.2. If p(x) is a Cauchy data of a solution wx(x,y) o/(l.l) in D, and is

a Cauchy data of a solution w2(x,y) of (1.1) in D, then there is a unique solution

w(x,y) of (1.1) in D U o U D such that

w(x,y) = wx(x,y)       in D,

= w2(x,y)       in D.

Proof of Corollary 4.1 and Corollary 4.2. These are immediate consequences of

Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2.

Let f\z) be a function defined on a rectifiable simple Jordan curve T. This

function may be regarded as a function of the length of the arc s, i.e.,

f(z(s)) = f(s). If f(s) is continuous with its derivatives up to the mth order on the

arc 0 < s < /,/will be said to belong to the class Cm(r). If, moreover, /W (s)

satisfies the Holder condition with an index p, 0 < u < 1, then it will be said

that/g c;(r).
We now state a lemma which is proved by Vekua [7].

Lemma 4.1 (Yekua [7, p. 313]). Let G be a simply connected domain such that

GUdGcDUoUD, whose boundary dG is a simple smooth curve. Let w(x,y)

be a solution of differential equation (1.1) in G, continuous in G U 3G, satisfying

au + ßv = Re[A(2)n>] - p(z), X = a + iß on dG, where p and X G C'p(dG),

0 < ¡i < 1, \X(z)\ = 1 o« 3G. 77¡e« dw/dx, dw/dy are Holder continuous with
index (ion G U 3G.

The next corollary is a refinement of Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 43. Let p(x) be a Cauchy data for a solution wx(x,y) of (4.1) in D and

for a solution w2(z,y) of (4.2) in D, and p'(x) be Holder continuous with index p,

0 < p < I, on o. If Bx(x,x) # B2(x,x) on o, then p(x) is analytic on o, and its

analytic continuation p(z) is holomorphic in D U o U D, except the zeros of

B\(z,z) — B*2(z,z) in D. Furthermore, wx(x,y) and w2(x,y) can be continued

analytically into whole D U o U D, except the zeros of B*x(z,z) — B*2(z,z) in D, as

solutions o/(4.1) and (4.2) respectively.

Proof. Since p'(x) is Holder continuous with index p, 0 < « < 1, on 0, it

foUows from Lemma 4.1 that dwx/dx, dwjdx, dwx/dy, and dwjdy are Holder

continuous in D U 0. Thus the desired result follows immediately from Theorem

4.1. This completes the proof.

If we further assume that p(x) is nowhere analytic on 0, then Theorem 4.1,

Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 imply the following:

Theorem 43. Let p(x) be nowhere analytic on 0 such that p'(x) is Holder

continuous with index ¡i, 0 < u < 1, on 0, and Bx(x,x) # B2(x,x) on 0. If p(x) is

a Cauchy data of a solution w(x,y) of (4.2) in D, then the Cauchy problem with data

p(x)for equation (4.1) has no solution in D.
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Theorem 4.4. Let p(x) be nowhere analytic on o. If p(x) is a Cauchy data of a

solution w(x, y) of (4.2) in 75, then the Cauchy problem with data p(x) for equation

(4.1) has no solution in D.
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